Dream Analysis Report 14
Hi everybody,
This week's PRACTICAL DREAM ANALYSIS report is about a family
who had to protect themselves against evil attacks. One lady was
very prominent in this and she really showed that the powerful word
of God is like a shotgun capable of blowing off the head of an attacker
with one shot.
Please remember to read the post about the Golden Key available to
us in terms of dreams and visions interpretation that makes it
possible to interpret each and every dream or vision correctly. Click
on the link below for more information:

The Golden Key
The most important factor that dramatically increases the chances of

correctly interpreting any dream or vision is this: Have I been able to
identify the "incident" that caused the specific dream or vision? What
happened during the few hours just before I had the dream or vision?
Can I make a connection? If you can, your chances of interpreting the
dream or vision increased by a few hundred percent. I am not
exaggerating!
Remember the analysis reports are part of our “Dreams and Visions
Interpretation Course” program. These reports will be of tremendous
value as it will slowly but surely train you and prepare you to master
the gift of the “interpretation of dreams and visions”. You will
eventually interpret dreams and visions correctly and according to
Biblical principles. Of course it will get easier and quicker as you get
more familiar with the different principles that govern dream and
vision interpretation.
Although it is a gift, it is a gift that God gave all his children.
Although it is a gift, it does take time and practice. Apart from getting
more and more familiar with all the different symbols, the principles
and the different fundamental principles that govern dream analysis,
it also cultivates a closer and more intimate relationship with Christ
our Lord.
So, read all the reports as faithful as you can and stand up and be
counted!
Dream:
This dream was a sepia colored or "brown" hue, dark like background.
In the firsts scene, our family (all adult members) and some friends
were all on a horseback ride. I was not with them but was watching
from a cabin like homestead. I could see them coming down a slope
at the far end of our acreage. All of the family members on horseback
were "ponying" a very specific horse (guiding another horse by a lead
rope). They all seemed to be protecting the rider of that horse who
was a boy around the age of ten. The strange thing was the boy was
riding the horse backwards with his body facing the back of the horse.
They were all going very slowly and carefully as not to allow the boy
to fall off of the horse. Even the horse seemed to be very careful and
gentle with the boy.

In the next scene of the dream, the whole family was inside the cabin.
We were hanging around the fireplace and there seemed to be this
sense of fear looming. It was still dark and ashy like outside, and
brown. There was dried grass and dirt out on the field. It was like
death. We heard a noise like someone's boots and the sound of spurs
walking on the wood planking outside the front of the house. It was
like an old western movie. I carefully looked out the window and saw
a group of riders on horseback. You could tell they were bad guys, a
gang.
The family members inside were scared and begged me not to look
out of the window. I told them to be quiet and it would all be okay.
Then there was a knock on the door. I started to open the door
because I knew I could deal with whoever it was, but the family
begged me not to open the door. I whispered to them to be very quiet
and to pray. I opened the door, and then closed the door behind me
onto the front porch. It was a man in a black cowboy hat, like an
outlaw, and black vest and boots. His hair dark and greasy and was
untidy and he had a scruffy face.
The first thing I said to him very confidently was "What do you want?"
I had a shotgun with me. He smiled an evil smile and I could see his
teeth were rotten and there was a stench coming from his mouth. He
replied " We came for the kid", and I answered "Well you can't have
him and he isn't here", He said " We know he's here." I said " So what
if he is? You need to leave." He smiled again, trying to intimidate me
and I said "Tell you what, you and your guys can leave now or I can
blow your head off with this shotgun" He said " You and what army?"
I said, " The one inside this house praying right now".
He immediately left and so did all of his men.
Dream Analysis:
I am briefly referring to different symbols in this analysis. It is
important for you to check them out in the Dreams Dictionary as
well so that you have a better understanding of these symbols. It is
also important to remember that certain circumstances leading up to
a dream or certain questions asked before a dream or a person
pondering on something specific before a dream really helps a lot in
terms of interpreting the dream. In most cases such information

ensures that the interpretation is totally accurate.
Interpretation:
This dream was interpreted in a general sense because no incident
could be linked to it yet. See the post about the Golden key.
This dream could have been a call for intercession. It is clear that a
group of people (family, ministry of renewal, renewal at a work
situation) were under demonic attack (background colors of dream
suggests evil influences and an atmosphere of evil) at the time that
you had this dream. This was not a baby boy but an older boy
indicating that the renewal in this group of people (See "Baby (Boy)")
was developing for some time already although not strong or mature
yet. Sitting backwards speaks of it not yet able to handle things. It
even speaks of a situation where people are looking back instead of
forward in terms of this "renewal" among them. It appears that they
were all protecting a young ministry or something that's still new or
young or frail (symbolized by the boy). Horses symbolizes ministry or
motivation or strength. These people all had the same motivation and
that was to protect that boy (ministry).
These people, in a sense, approached you (person who had this
dream) or by some events became part of you. It appears that you
became quite prominent because you took a leadership role and you
initiated the counter attack. The rest of the family were not up for it.
The shotgun you carried symbolizes the powerful word of God.
A gang of bad people usually symbolizes evil spirits and/or bad evil
people. The characteristics of the leader is as follows: Black clothes
(evil and being prepared to do evil), black hat (mind filled with
negative evil thoughts), rotten teeth (teeth symbolizes the eating of
the word of God or the evil words of the enemy). This mans teeth
were rotten because of the bad evil "spiritual food" he lived on which
is the lies of the enemy, bad breath (bad breath speaks of the smell of
bad rotten food and rotten teeth). This man (evil spirit or evil person)
was just so badly influenced by bad and evil lies that he smelled like
it. A scruffy face speaks of this person's bad personality which was
influenced by the bad things he did and by submitting to the lies and
evil influences of the devil and evil spirits.
He and his gang threatened you but as soon as you resisted them and

started using the word of God, the whole group withdrew and they
gave up without a fight. It is important to see that the people with
you prayed and you were ready to use the word of God to remove
things that were bad. The emphases is removing bad doctrines and
bad evil reports and lies. That is why you threatened to remove this
person's head with the shotgun (See "Head"). This speaks of
removing evil words. So whatever this man and his gang had in their
minds and souls (thoughts) you were able to remove it with the word
of God so that they cannot teach or spread lies and evil words among
your family members anymore. It was not even necessary to use the
word (shotgun) because the evil attackers, although arrogant, knew
what was coming and they gave up.
This dream is a classic case of correct spiritual warfare by applying
the word of God, praying and resisting evil from a position of power
and authority. Not by fighting demons but by resisting evil by not
sinning and not believing the bad evil words. Instead you held fast to
the word of God. You kept your faith.
If we can successfully connect this dream to the incident that caused
it or triggered it we will have more specific information available that
will help us interpret it more correctly. It could have been about a
specific threat that you people faced at that time and this was God's
method to deal with it. He probably wanted you to take action and to
be decisive and to be bold. He also might have showed you that you
need to act and that the rest of the family would not be able to. I
have seen through the years that when people dream of family it
often symbolizes their spiritual family.
Conclusion:
It is so easy to make a mistake when we interpret dreams. We need
to connect our dreams and visions to the incident that triggered it in
the first place. This will ensure a correct interpretation. However, do
not forget that there are times when God speaks to us directly
without us asking questions or pondering on matters that is bothering
us or important to us. These dreams are not connected to an incident
and are almost always spiritual and actually a lot easier to interpret.
I need to make it clear that all we can do is helping people
understanding their dreams and visions. We can help them with the

basics. We help them with most of the interpretation but even after
we have done that they still need to seek God's face about the dream
or the vision. They still need to deal with issues and they need to sort
out their responsibilities, actions and reactions in terms of the
relevant dream or vision.
Please read the posts in our newest category, “Interesting Discussions
on dreams” which will help you a lot.
See you next week
Blessings in Christ
ASR Martins

